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1. Strategic Plan Executive Summary 

The Office of the State Auditor (OSA) seeks to make state government more effective, efficient, and accountable by 

delivering reliable, credible, actionable, and timely reports to those who can use the information to improve state 

government.  Further, OSA strives to optimize the efficiency of our audits and investigations to minimize disruption to 

auditee’s regular activities and increase the opportunities for OSA to promote economy, efficiency, and accountability 

across state government. 

The timely completion of mandated and requested financial and compliance audits provides the general assembly, 

agency heads, and other stakeholders with credible information to make financial decisions.  Further, our audit 

reports are used to protect North Carolina’s AAA bond rating, meet guidelines for maintaining federal funding, as well 

as to provide financial information necessary to maintain accreditation for our universities and community colleges.  

Our strategies in these areas focus on timely completion and submission of our reports to decision makers and 

stakeholders.  

In addition to financial and compliance audits, the Office of the State Auditor completes performance audits of state 

programs and investigates allegations of fraud, waste, and abuse of public funds.  The number of allegations received 

through our Hotline and the potential audit topics submitted by legislators, concerned citizens, and our staff far 

exceed the capabilities of our limited resources.  Therefore, our strategic planning focuses on achieving efficiencies 

that optimize the use of our resources.  The more efficiently we complete audits and investigations, the more 

potential programs we can evaluate to improve state government. 

Looking ahead, the Office of the State Auditor seeks continuous improvement of our audit processes to minimize the 

time spent on audits and investigations, which will reduce the cost per engagement and allow us to provide more 

useful reports to those who can change state government for the better.  
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2. Quick Reference Guide 

Goal 1 – Make state government more effective, efficient, and accountable by delivering reliable, credible, 

actionable, and timely reports to those who can use the information to improve state government 

Objective 1.1 – Complete mandated and general assembly requested financial and compliance audits 

1.1.1 – Audit reports 

Strategy 

Complete CAFR and Single Audit by annual deadlines, as well as 

complete annual university audits by December 31; complete stand 

alone financial audits of state’s largest six agencies (DHHS, DOT, DPI, 

DPS, DOR, DST)  

Timely, credible financial audits ensure North Carolina maintains its AAA bond rating 

and institutions of higher learning maintain proper accreditation. Completion of the 

annual Single Audit ensures North Carolina continues to receive its share of federal 

funding necessary to supplement the state’s annual $21B budget (total budget over 

$42B when federal dollars are considered). Providing the legislature with stand alone 

audit reports for individual state agencies allows our state’s top decision makers to 

better understand stewardship of state funds by each of these agencies. 

Objective 1.2 – Complete impactful performance audits and investigations 

1.2.1 – Audit reports 

/ investigative 

reports 
Strategy 

Complete performance audits of state programs that represent 

opportunities to save the state significant money or eliminate 

programs deemed ineffective or duplicative; complete investigations 

based on allegations received through our Hotline or other sources 

Timely, credible performance audits identify inefficiencies, waste and abuse of state 

funds as well as identifies state programs that are not achieving results they were 

created to achieve (effectiveness) – the impact of such means more state funds can be 
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directed to those who the programs are intended to serve.   

Investigative reports hold accountable those who violate the fiduciary responsibilities 

of their government position.  These reports not only put a stop to fraud, waste and 

abuse from individuals who are the subjects of our investigations but also serve as a 

deterrent to others who may have similar opportunity to abuse the public trust. 

Goal 2 – Optimize the efficiency of our audits and investigations to minimize disruption to auditee’s regular 

activities and increase the opportunities for OSA to promote economy, efficiency, and accountability across 

state government  

Objective 2.1 – Meet deadlines and milestones while increasing time spent on audits and investigations versus 

time spent on administrative tasks 

2.1.1 – External 

deadlines and OSA 

metrics 

Strategy 

Perform audits and investigations in as few hours as possible without 

sacrificing engagement quality; use metrics to encourage productive 

work schedules and behaviors 

By meeting deadlines for the State of NC CAFR and the Single Audit, OSA will help NC 

remain accountable for its federal funding and maintain its reputation as a fiscally 

responsible state with a AAA credit rating.  Further, meeting deadlines and milestones 

means OSA resources will be available to identify opportunities for the state to save 

money and provide the NC legislature and other decision makers with better 

information with which to make informed decisions. The more efficient we are in all 

audits, the more reports can be delivered to increase the value of information from our 

office –for example, the financial audits of the six (6) state agencies that will give 

legislators, and other decision makers, agency- level financial statements for the first 

time in over two decades . 
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3. Enterprise Opportunities 

3.1. Potential Initiatives  

The Office of the State Auditor would like to launch a division exclusively dedicated to 

auditing Medicaid.  Medicaid currently consumes approximately 20% of the state’s $22 

billion budget, and the program is projected to expand annually.  The State Auditor 

believes potential savings within Medicaid represents the single most significant new 

impact our work could have on the state’s future fiscal condition. 

3.2. Collaborative Opportunities 

N/A – due to independence considerations, collaboration with other state agencies is 

limited to operational and ad hoc engagements (e.g. leased office space, shared utilities, 

etc.)  Because we may have to audit any state program, we cannot be involved in the 

management of other agency initiatives – it would impair our independence. 
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4. Vision, Mission, and Values  

4.1 Vision 

The Office of the State Auditor seeks to be a highly respected, professional audit organization that makes a 

difference in state government.  We want highly competent employees who lead successful careers while 

maintaining work/life balance and fulfilling personal lives. 

 

4.2 Mission 

We protect the interests of taxpayers and others who provide financial resources to the State of North Carolina.  

We provide objective information about whether state resources are properly accounted for, reported, and 

managed; as well as whether publicly funded programs achieve desired results. 

 

4.3 Values 

Commitment to Excellence – Striving to continuously improve to be the best we can be, individually 

and as an office. 

 

Personal Responsibility – Taking the initiative to do the right things and being accountable for one’s 

actions. 

 

Can-do Attitude – Approaching challenges with a positive attitude. 

 

Teamwork – Working together as one office-wide team with consideration and respect for each other. 
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5. Goals, Objectives, and Measures of Success 

 

Goal 1 - Make state government more effective, efficient, and accountable by delivering 

reliable, credible, actionable, and timely reports to those who can use the information to 

improve state government. 

Goal 1 aligns perfectly with Governor McCrory’s goal of creating a “more efficient, customer-service 

oriented state government.”  Further, Goal 1 directly serves the Governor’s priority to “Reform State 

government to better serve the people of North Carolina at a cost that respects the taxpayer.” 

Because our audits and investigations are performed under professional standards of independence, 

decision makers and other stakeholders (NC General Assembly, Governor, cabinet secretaries and other 

agency heads, taxpayers, and citizens served by the respective programs) can rely on the information 

within our reports to be objective and credible.  This puts the State Auditor’s Office in a unique position 

in state government to provide reliable information to decision makers who can use the information to 

serve the State’s interests and the Governor’s goals and priorities. 

1.1 Objective - Complete financial and compliance audits mandated by law or requested by the 

NC general assembly.  

State and federal law requires OSA to perform certain financial and compliance audits. Beyond 

complying with the law, our financial audit reports provide fiscal information so decision 

makers at the entity and state levels can make informed budget and policy decisions.  Further, 

the audits serve to maintain North Carolina’s AAA bond rating and help our institutes of higher 

learning maintain proper accreditation. 

1.1.1 Measures of Success – Completion of financial and compliance audits by 

established deadlines.  Certain deadlines are driven by external criteria such as the 

Single Audit and CAFR, while other deadlines are set to provide timely audit reports to 

agency heads, stakeholders and decision makers that can improve the function of 

government. 

Strategies/Initiatives – Leaders in our Financial Audit Division must plan 

engagements and allocate resources effectively to meet deadlines and 

expectations of our audit clients. 

1.2 Objective – Complete impactful performance audits and investigations 

Timely, credible performance audits identify inefficiencies, waste and abuse of state funds as 

well as identifies state programs that are not achieving results they were created to achieve 

(effectiveness) – the impact of such means more state funds can be directed to those who the 

programs are intended to serve.   

Investigative reports hold accountable those who violate the fiduciary responsibilities of their 

government position.  These reports not only put a stop to fraud, waste and abuse from 
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individuals who are the subjects of our investigations but also serve as a deterrent to others 

who may have similar opportunity to abuse the public trust. 

1.2.1 Measures of Success – The number of audits and investigations we are able to 

complete; and the amount of state, federal, and local dollars we identify that can be 

saved or recouped.  

Strategies/Initiatives – We respond to specific requests from the legislature, and 

we identify performance audit topics that are likely to yield the greatest return 

to the state.  For investigations, we respond to allegations received through our 

Hotline and other mediums of communication. 

Goal 2 - Optimize the efficiency of our audits and investigations to minimize disruption to 

auditee’s regular activities and increase the opportunities for OSA to find savings across 

state government 

2.1 Objective - Meet deadlines and milestones while increasing time spent on audits and 

investigations versus time spent on administrative tasks. 

The Office of the State Auditor provides benefits to the taxpayers, legislators, agency heads, 

and other stakeholders and decision makers in proportion to the number of audit reports and 

investigations released that hold stewards of the public trust accountable and provide 

recommendations for improving state government. 

2.1.1 Measures of Success – Completion of performance audits and investigations by 

established deadlines and within prescribed time budgets.  We determine a successful 

audit or investigation to be one completed within the fewest hours without sacrificing 

the quality of the audit/investigation or compromising the standards under which the 

engagement was performed.  Ultimately the total dollars saved or recouped based on 

recommendations within our reports determines our positive impact on state 

government.  Further, we measure success in terms of holding individuals accountable 

who are charged with oversight of public programs. 

Strategies/Initiatives – In order to influence employee engagement and increase 

productivity, we establish individual “chargeable hour” targets for all auditors 

and investigators.  If our staff meet these targets, individually and collectively, 

we will gain efficiencies that allow optimization of resources and ultimately lead 

to more opportunities to evaluate state government programs. 
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6.  Information Technology Plan Executive Summary 

The Office of the State Auditor (OSA) seeks to make state government more effective, efficient, and 

accountable by delivering reliable, credible, actionable, and timely reports to those who can use the 

information to improve state government.   

 

The MIS Division of OSA focuses on supporting the OSA mission, goals and priorities with effective and 

responsive IT solutions. MIS has three primary responsibilities:  the management responsibility and 

oversight of all IT resources, investments and programs within OSA, the provision and maintenance of 

the infrastructure portfolio, and IT Leadership accountability to our stakeholders for excellence in 

performance and service delivery. 
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7. Information Technology Quick Reference Guide 

 

Goal Objective Initiative Brief Description 
Funding 

Mechanism 

Anticipated 

Completion 

Date 

Goal 1 

Evaluate Current 

Applications & 

Services  

Objective 1.1 

Simplify existing 

server / network 

architecture 

Initiative 1.1.1 

Virtualization 

Architecture Analysis 

The MIS Team will own the effort to perform a Virtualization 

Architecture Analysis through documentation of the existing 

structure; research into best practices and industry standards; 

outreach to other Agencies and external Vendors as applicable. 

The effort will culminate in the provision of a Virtualization Plan 

that could be implemented as resources (human and monetary) 

become available. Basic timeline: 2H FY2017. 

existing funds 2H FY2017 

 

Objective 2.1 

Consolidate servers 

where appropriate 

Initiative 1.2.1 Based upon Initiative 1.1.1; carry out the Virtualization Plan. MIS 

and 3rd Party Vendors as appropriate will be responsible for 

implementation. Basic timeline:  1H FY2018 

existing funds 1H FY2018 

Goal 2 

Infrastructure 

and Software 

Assets 

Objective 2.1 

Increase Reliability of 

the IT Infrastructure  

Initiative 2.1.1 Complete refresh of out of support software, computers and 

infrastructure (laptop and desktop computers, servers, storage 

devices, firewalls, remote firewalls, etc.) 

Expansion 

Funding 

2H FY2017 / 

1H FY2018 

Goal 3 

Information 

Technology 

Leadership 

Objective 3.1 

Operational 

Effectiveness 

through 

Accountability and 

Resource 

Management  

Initiative 3.1.1 Governance, performance management and workforce 

management and training will ensure effective implementation, 

ongoing execution and oversight of the Information Technology 

Plan. The MIS team in collaboration with the Executive Team will 

work to achieve Operational Effectiveness, IT Governance and 

Transparency, which are key components and guiding principles 

for a best in class IT organization. Basic Timeline: ongoing - WIP 

existing funds WIP 
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8. IT Vision, Mission, and Values  

8.1 IT Vision 

The Office of the State Auditor seeks to be a highly respected, professional, and productive audit organization 

that makes a difference in state government.  The Office wants its employees to be highly competent team 

players who enjoy their work and feel successful in their careers, while at the same time maintaining a 

work/life balance that allows them to have fulfilling personal lives. The MIS Division seeks to provide a 

performance-driven, transparent, and secure IT organization demonstrating an unyielding commitment to 

customer service and partnership.  

 

8.2 IT Mission 

The MIS Division of OSA will continue to aggressively work to provide technologies to Agency personnel that 

will improve the efficiency and quality of Agency critical business functions. We protect the interests of 

taxpayers and others who provide financial resources to the State of North Carolina.  Specifically, we provide 

objective information to interested parties about whether state resources are properly accounted for, 

reported, and managed; as well as whether publically funded programs are achieving desired results. The MIS 

Division of OSA facilitates the provision of cost-effective technology services that ultimately serve the NC 

General Assembly, Governor, cabinet secretaries and other agency heads, taxpayers, and citizens of North 

Carolina. 

 

8.3 IT Values 

All Divisions of the OSA adhere to the same values:  

Commitment to Excellence – Striving to continuously improve in order to be the best we can be, individually 

and as an office. 

Personal Responsibility – Taking the initiative to do the right things and being accountable for one’s actions. 

Can-do Attitude – Approaching challenges with a positive attitude. 

Teamwork – Working together as one office-wide team with consideration and respect for others. 
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9. IT Goals, Objectives, and Measures of Success 

 

Goal 1 –Current Applications & Services 

Supports all Business Goals of the Strategic Plan. Key stakeholders:  Personnel who perform audits (Auditors), 

and other personnel employed by the OSA, the State Auditor, NC General Assembly, Governor, cabinet 

secretaries and other agency heads, taxpayers, and citizens of North Carolina. 

1.1 Objective – Simplify existing server/network architecture.  

Measures of Success – Complete Virtualization Architecture Analysis with the result of 

simplification of the existing architecture.  

1.1.1 Initiative – Virtualization Architecture Analysis 

The MIS Team will own the effort to perform a Virtualization Architecture Analysis 

through documentation of the existing structure; research into best practices and 

industry standards; outreach to other Agencies and external Vendors as applicable. The 

effort will culminate in the provision of a Virtualization Plan that could be implemented 

as resources (human and monetary) become available. Basic timeline: 2H FY2017.  

1.2 Objective – Consolidate servers where appropriate. 

Measures of Success – Minimize the number of servers whilst maximizing efficiency.  

1.2.1 Initiatives – Based upon Initiative 1.1.1; carry out the Virtualization Plan. MIS and 

3rd Party Vendors as appropriate will be responsible for implementation. Basic timeline:  

1H FY2018 

1.3 Objective – Identify standards and best practices to be adhered to, improve the monitoring and 

management of the OSA Network.  

Measures of Success – Standards and practices are documented. Staff is cross-trained.  

1.3.1 Initiatives – See Initiative 1.1.1.  

1.4 Objective – Transition the IT network infrastructure (Servers) to a predominately Virtual 

Architecture. 

Measures of Success – Implementation of the Virtualization Architecture Plan.  

1.2.1 Initiatives – See Initiative 1.1.1. 

 

Goal 2 - Infrastructure and Software Assets 

Supports all Business Goals of the Strategic Plan. Key stakeholders:  Personnel who perform audits (Auditors), 

and other personnel employed by the OSA, the State Auditor, NC General Assembly, Governor, cabinet 

secretaries and other agency heads, taxpayers, and citizens of North Carolina. 

2.1 Objective – Increase Reliability of the IT Infrastructure  
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Measures of Success – High availability of services, with downtime less than 5.26 minutes per 

year. 

2.1.1 Initiative – Complete refresh of out of support software, computers and 

infrastructure (laptop and desktop computers, servers, storage devices, firewalls, 

remote firewalls, etc.) 

The MIS Team will own the effort to analyze and draft an Infrastructure Refresh Plan.  

This effort may include input from Vendors and other State Agencies to explore 

opportunities that are in use by others. Any analysis and subsequent conclusions that 

result in an actionable Plan must not impair the independence / autonomy of the Office 

of the State Auditor, as we may have to audit any state agency or program. Basic 

timeline: 2H FY2017 through 1H FY2018  

1.2 Objective – Ensure that external OSA network traffic conforms to DIT policy while enabling end to 

end data encryption to ensure data integrity. 

Measures of Success – To ensure data integrity, external data is encrypted.  

1.2.1 Initiatives – Complete an analysis of current process of ensuring data integrity. 

MIS and 3rd Party Vendors as appropriate will be responsible for implementation. Basic 

timeline:  1H FY2018 

 

Goal 3 – Information Technology Leadership 

Supports all Business Goals of the Strategic Plan. Key stakeholders:  Personnel who perform audits (Auditors), 

and other personnel employed by the OSA, the State Auditor, NC General Assembly, Governor, cabinet 

secretaries and other agency heads, taxpayers, and citizens of North Carolina. 

3.1 Objective – Operational Effectiveness through Accountability and Resource Management 

Measures of Success – An Enterprise-Wide IT environment driven by performance and results, 

real-time visibility to spur continuous performance improvements and high levels of customer 

service. 

1.3.1 Initiatives – Governance, performance management and workforce management 

and training will ensure effective implementation, ongoing execution and oversight of 

the Information Technology Plan. The MIS team in collaboration with the Executive 

Team will work to achieve Operational Effectiveness, IT Governance and Transparency, 

which are key components and guiding principles for a best in class IT organization. 

Basic Timeline: ongoing - WIP 
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10. IT Organizational Structure  

Beth Wood (1/10/09) 

State Auditor 

(CPA) 

 

  
Kent McLamb (9/14/92) 

Chief Deputy 

(CPM, CPA) 

 Renae Irek (4/11/16) 

Chief Information Officer 

              (PMP) 

 

 

  
 Leo Alls (3/22/99) 

Technology Support Specialist 

 

  Michael Fetting (4/1/06) 

Technology Support Analyst 

 

  Neelima Chitoor (1/3/06) 

Business & Technology Application Analyst 

 

  Mark Smith (1/8/96) 

Business & Technology Application Specialist 

 

  Paul Saksa (5/28/96) 

Network Admin Specialist 
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11. Enterprise IT Opportunities 

11.1. Potential Initiatives  

None at this time – notwithstanding our request to use the 2% reduction for a one-time expense to replace outdated 

servers.  This will update our infrastructure and mitigate the risk of lost productivity due to server failures. 

11.2. Collaborative Opportunities  

OSA has identified several areas where a statewide approach to solve the business problem would benefit 

several agencies by reducing overall cost. Some of the key areas for statewide initiatives are as follows. 

 OSA would like to see an improvement with enterprise vendor agreements.  For example, Agencies 

could sign up in advance for what is essential, rather than a forced minimum purchase for licenses. 

OSA is not sure what the right contract arrangement is, but OSA would like to have some vehicle 

where the price is known, and OSA has the opportunity to join the pool and gain some downside 

price movement. 

 

 During applications research and development, share knowledge that exists across agencies so that 

duplication of effort is avoided. In addition, a side benefit could be that OSA and other agencies 

save time and effort with legal and properly competitive improvements that would provide a 

means to move through the application provisioning process much more rapidly. 
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Appendix A: Office of the State Auditor (OSA) Major IT Projects 

Initiative/ Project Short Description 

(indicate if >$500,000) 

Related Goals and 

Objectives 

Funding Mechanism Anticipated Benefits Anticipated  

Completion Date 

Initiative/Project Name Provide a short 

description of this item 

(Please also indicate if 

this is a project or 

application with a cost 

over $500,000). 

To what agency goals 

and objectives and/or 

SCIO goals does this 

project relate? 

Please identify funding 

strategy (expansion, 

grant, etc.) 

For existing projects, 

note whether they are 

fully funded or require 

expansion. 

Provide a summary of 

any anticipated benefits. 

Provide an estimated 

completion date for the 

project. 

New Initiatives/Projects 

Hardware Refresh 

(Replace all systems 

that are out of support 

and have reached end 

of life) 

Refresh hardware in 

all locations, including 

Raleigh, Wilmington, 

Greenville, Asheville, 

Kernersville and the 

Western Data Center 

(WDC), 

 Expansion funding Provision of a stable, 

up-to-date technology 

environment that 

supports & facilitates 

day-to-day operations 

and the OSA’s Audit 

commitments. Provide 

up-to-date hardware 

for all personnel in the 

OSA. 

Once funded, iterative 

implementation can 

begin and would be 

completed over a 

period of 120 days. 

Software  

(Evaluate existing 

software applications 

and determine if they 

remain fit for purpose 

or need to replaced) 

Evaluate existing 

proprietary software to 

ensure the OSA has 

the most efficient and 

cost effective solution 

for providing Audit 

reports to the citizens 

 Existing funding Ensure the OSA is 

using the most cost-

effective and efficient 

software applications 

that provide assurance 

that auditors have best 

in class software to 

FY 2017 
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Initiative/ Project Short Description 

(indicate if >$500,000) 

Related Goals and 

Objectives 

Funding Mechanism Anticipated Benefits Anticipated  

Completion Date 

of North Carolina and 

all other interested 

stakeholders. 

facilitate the correct 

and expedient 

completion of audits 

for all State agencies 

      

Existing Initiatives/Projects 

Initiative/Project Name N/A     
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